CROSSWORD
COUNTRIES & NATIONALITIES

• Read the nationalities and write the country names.

Nationalities

ACROSS
1. New Zealander
4. Egyptian
6. Iraqi
7. Indonesian
8. Turkish
10. Mexican
12. German
13. Thai
14. Japanese
16. Russian

DOWN
1. Nigerian
2. Australian
3. Spanish
5. French
9. American
10. Malaysian
11. Mongolian
15. Peruvian
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# CROSSWORD

Countries and Nationalities

**Aims**  Vocabulary practice  
**Level**  Intermediate to Advanced  
**Time**  Approximately 20 – 25 minutes

## ANSWER KEY

### Across words:
1. New Zealand  
4. Egypt  
6. Iraq  
7. Indonesia  
8. Turkey  
10. Mexico  
12. Germany  
13. Thailand  
14. Japan  
16. Russia

### Down words:
1. Nigeria  
2. Australia  
3. Spain  
5. France  
9. United States  
10. Malaysia  
11. Mongolia  
15. Peru